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ABSTRACT
Arbitrage is a trading strategy based on the purchase ofa commodity, including foreign
exchange, in one market at one price while simultaneously selling it in another market at
a more advantageous price, in order to obtain a risk-free profit on the price differential.
The project main objective is to create a system to ease the arbitrageurs in order to
detect arbitrage. Currently, the arbitrageurs have to detect a possible arbitrage manually
by looking at the foreign exchange rates everyday. The system will read the latest
foreign exchange rate everyday and inform or alert the arbitrageurs if it detects any
possible arbitrage. The system also will be able to recognize the specific countries that
have the possible arbitrage. A study was conducted for finding solution for the system,
understanding foreign exchange rates and the regulations in buying and selling
currencies, designing interface, and developing coding. The system was relied on
exchange rates from several countries, a study to gather data from Internet and extract
data from HTML source code also was done. In order to develop the system, the
prototyping approach is used to ensure the system could be completed in limited time.
The system was built from new solutions based from case study and literature search
and integrated with solutions that built based on current system so it can be a complete
arbitrage detector alert system. The project finally will help to link the arbitrageurs to
the appropriate link to do the selling and buying of the currency. As for a conclusion,
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1.1 Background of Study
Arbitrage is a trading strategy and it happens when a same product has different price
within different places or markets. As an example, a Big Mac in Japan cost ¥262, while
the same Big Mac in the United States cost $2.90. The actual exchange rate was
¥112.50/$ at this time. The price of a Big Mac in Japan in terms of the U.S dollar was
therefore ¥262/ (¥112.50/$) - $2.33/¥ [1]. In this case, the Big Mac sold in Japan was
cheaper compared to U.S even after converting the ¥ (Yen) to $ (dollar). So, without
taking consideration of transportation cost and taxes, if we buy Big Mac at Japan and
sell them at U.S, we will gain profit of $0.57 per Big Mac. The same concept implies in
the FOREX arbitraging.
The main concern of the study is to develop a system for the arbitrageurs to detect the
arbitrage without using the manual ways like what they were using right now. As an
arbitrage detector alert system, it helps the arbitrageur to alert on any possible arbitrage
by monitoring the current exchange rates on different markets. As for that, the system
will be able to display the exchange rates from several countries such as Malaysia,
Australia, Europe and etc. The exchange rates are taken from the Central Bank's
websites for each country. The feature of the system also includes the link to buy and
sell the foreign exchange (FOREX) currency on different countries.
The buying and selling process must be done through banks so the user for this system
must have an account at those banks.
The study focused on designing a solution to suit with arbitrageurs' needs and to ease
their current way of detecting an arbitrage. It also focused on programming and coding
structure of the system. It focused on designing program flow of the system. A solution
was designed based on case study or theory in order to find accurate requirements,
which means only use and needed functions are included in. Besides the designing
solution, part of the system was also build up based on integrating existing solutions or
to be accurate existingcalculation in the programming. Systemimplementation relies so
badlyon the current currency exchange rate for several markets in the world. Therefore,
the systemcan run smoothlywith the latest market condition.
1.2 Problem Statement
By using traditional method, which is the non-computerized system, in arbitrage it is
very tiring and taking quite a long time to spot any possible arbitrage. Without
computerized system, human could do errors while analyzing all exchange rates
markets. Thus, it will lead error in making a decision. Human may also make mistakes
while in operations when they do not have systematic way in doing it.
Another problem to overcome is time consuming in business operation. Arbitrage
happens in a very short period. So, once the arbitrageurs detected any possible arbitrage,
they need to buy and sell them very quickly. That's when this system will becomevery
handy to the arbitrageurs. Because by using a proper system, they can save a lot of time
and gain profit with a low risk method.
1.3 Objectives and Scope of Study
1.3.1 Objectives
The objectives of this project are as follow:-
• To develop an arbitrage detector alert system
• To enable to calculate the inter market arbitrage
• To embedthe currentexchangerate currencies from severalcountries
1.3.2 Scope of Study
Focus on studying the use of mathematics formulas for arbitrage and HTML in
developing the arbitrage detector system.
This includes:
• The design ofthe interface that is accessible for everyone
• The database to save the foreign exchange markets results
• The network to access the foreign exchange markets in the world
• The strong mathematics formula to detect arbitrage
The system is not a very complex system because it uses the basic calculation of cross
rate in arbitraging. However, because there is no existing system to compare and
enhanced, the systemdevelopment becamequite challenging.
1.4 Relevancy of Study
The study is match to Information Technology (IT) field because it concentrates with
system development. The study will startwith understanding the arbitrage processes and
methods and find applicable requirements. Then, the study continues with analyzing
requirements and designing the solution. Finally, the study is about doing the
programming and coding. Therefore, thestudy is relevant to ITfield particularly.
The study allows IT student to improve their programming skills in many different
languages andalso allows students to apply the real situation in developing software.
1.5 Feasibility Study
The project is scheduled to finish within one year. By using prototyping approach the
goal may be accomplish since the system development could be incremental. The
project cost is onlycoverthe tool used during development and also supported software
and database during run time. However, the cost could be reducedby using freeware for
the tool used during development. The knowledge required to finish the project is
programming knowledge in centralized application and also more knowledge in




In economics and finance, arbitrage is the practice of taking advantage of a price
differential between two or more markets: a combination of matching deals is struck that
capitalize upon the imbalance, the profit being the difference between the market prices.
When used by academics, an arbitrage is a transaction that involves no negative cash
flow at any probabilistic or temporal state and a positive cash flow in at least one state;
in simpleterms, a risk-free profit [2],
A person who engages in arbitrage is called an arbitrageur. The term is mainly applied
to trading in financial instruments, such as bonds, stocks, derivatives, commodities and
currencies. If the market prices do not allow for profitable arbitrage, the prices are said
to constitute anarbitrage equilibrium or arbitrage free market. Arbitrage equilibrium is a
precondition for a general economic equilibrium. Statistical arbitrage is an imbalance in
expected values.
2.1 Arbitrage
In order to develop a system on arbitrage, it is important to understand the fundamental
of arbitraging. The fundamentals of arbitraging can be divided into conditions of
arbitrage, example of arbitrage, andtypes of arbitrage.
2.1.1 Conditions of Arbitrage
Arbitrage is possible when oneof three conditions is met:
• The same asset does not trade at the same price on all markets
• Two assets with identical cash flows do not trade at the same price
• An asset with a known price in the future does not today trade at its future price
discounted at the risk-free interest rate (or the assetdoes not havenegligible costsof
storage; for example, this condition holds for grain but not for securities).
Arbitrage is not simply the act of buying a product in one market and selling it in
another for a higher price at some later time. The transactions must occur
simultaneously to avoid exposure to market risk, or the risk that prices may change on
one market before both transactions are complete. In practical terms, this is generally
only possible with securities and financial products which can be traded electronically.
In the simplest example, any good sold in one market should sell for the same price in
another. Traders may for example, find that the price of wheat is lower in agricultural
regions than in cities, purchase the good, and transport it to another region to sell at a
higher price. This type of price arbitrage is the most common, but this simple example
ignores the cost of transport, storage, risk, and other factors. "True" arbitrage requires
that there be no market risk involved. Where securities are traded on more than one
exchange, arbitrage occurs bysimultaneously buying inone and selling on the other.
2.1.2 Example of Arbitrage
(6) Receive $1,014,533
Dresdiier Bank
(5) Sell €820,206 to
Citibank at $1.2223/6
(4) Receive €320,206 «-
Citibank
(1) Sell $1,000,000 to
Barclays Bank at $1.8410/£
Barclays Bank
(2) Receive £543,1 S3
(3) Sell £543,183 to
Dresduei Bank at €1.51/£
Figure 2.1: Triangular Arbitrage
Cross rates canbe usedto checkon opportunities for intermarket arbitrage. Suppose the
following exchange rates are quoted:
Citibank quotes U.S dollars pereuro: $1.2223/6
Barclays Bank quotes U.S dollars perpound sterling: $1.8410/£
Dresdner Bankquotes eurosper poundsterling: €1.5100/£
The cross rate between Citibank and Barclays is
$1.8410/£-€1.5062/£
$1.2223/€
This cross rate is not the same as Dresdner's quotation of €1.5100/£, so an opportunity
exists to profit from arbitrage between the three markets [1]. Figure 2.1.2 shows the
steps in what is called triangular arbitrage.
2.1.3 Types of Arbitrage
• Merger arbitrage
Also called risk arbitrage, merger arbitrage generally consists of buying the stock of a
company that is the target of a takeover while shorting the stock of the acquiring
company. Usually the market price of the target company is less than the price offered
by the acquiring company. The spread between these two prices depends mainly on the
probability and the timing of the takeover being completed as well as the prevailing
level of interest rates. The bet in a merger arbitrage is that such a spread will eventually
bezero, if and when the takeover is completed. The risk is that the deal "breaks" and the
spreadmassively widen [2].
• Municipal bond arbitrage
Also called municipal bond relative value arbitrage, municipal arbitrage, or just
muniarb, this hedge fund strategy involves one of two approaches. Generally, managers
seek relative value opportunities y being both long and short municipal bonds with a
duration-neutral book. The relative value trades may be between different issuers,
different bonds issued bythesame entity or capital structure trades referencing thesame
asset (in the case of revenue bonds). Managers aim to capture the inefficiencies arising
from the heavy participation of non-economic investors (i.e. high income "buy and
hold" investors seeking tax-exempt income) as well as the "crossover buying" arising
from corporations' or individuals' changing income tax situations (i.e., insurers
switching their munis for corporates after a large loss as they can capture a higher after
taxyield byoffsetting thetaxable corporate income with underwriting losses). There are
additional inefficiencies arising from the highly fragmented nature of the municipal
bond market which has two million outstanding issues and 50,000 issuers in contrast to
the Treasury market which has 400 issues and a single issuer. Second, managers
construct leveraged portfolios of AAA- or AA-rated tax-exempt municipal bonds with
the duration risk hedged by shorting the appropriate ratio of taxable corporate bonds.
These corporate equivalents are typically interest rate swaps referencing Libor or BMA
(short for Bond Market Association). The arbitrage manifests itself in the form of a
relatively cheap longer maturity municipal bond, which is a municipal bond that yields
significantly more than 65% of a corresponding taxable corporate bond. The steeper
slope of the municipal yield curve allows participants to collect more after-tax income
from the municipal bond portfolio than is spent on the interest rate swap; the carry is
greater than the hedge expense. Positive, tax-free carry from muni arb can reach into the
double digits. The bet in this municipal bond arbitrage is that, over a longer period of
time, two similar instruments-municipal bonds and interest rate swaps-will correlate
with each other; they are both very high quality credits, have the same maturity and are
denominated in U.S. dollars. Credit risk and duration risk are largely eliminated in this
strategy. However, basis risk arises from use of an imperfect hedge, which results in
significant, but range-bound principal volatility. The end goal is to limit this principal
volatility, eliminating its relevance over time as the high, consistent, tax-free cash flow
accumulates. Since the inefficiency is related to government tax policy, and hence is
structural in nature, it has not been arbitraged away [2].
• Convertible bond arbitrage
A convertible bond is a bond that an investor can return to the issuing company in
exchange for a predetermined number ofshares inthe company. Aconvertible bond can
bethought of as a corporate bond with a stock call option attached to it. The price of a
convertible bond is sensitive to three major factors:
• Interest rate - When rates move higher, the bond part of a convertible bond tends to
move lower, but the call option part of a convertible bond moves higher (and the
aggregate tends to move lower).
• Stock price - When the price of the stock the bond is convertible into moves higher,
the price of the bond tends to rise.
• Credit spread - If the creditworthiness of the issuer deteriorates (e.g. rating
downgrade) and its credit spread widens, thebond price tends to move lower, but, in
many cases, the call option part of the convertible bond moves higher (since credit
spread correlates withvolatility).
Given the complexity of the calculations involved and the convoluted structure that a
convertible bond can have, an arbitrageur often relies on sophisticated quantitative
models in order to identify bonds that are trading cheap versus their theoretical value.
Convertible arbitrage consists of buying a convertible bondand hedging two of the three
factors in orderto gainexposure to the third factor at a very attractive price [2].
For instance an arbitrageur would first buy a convertible bond, then sell fixed income
securities or interest rate futures (to hedge the interest rate exposure) and buy some
creditprotection (to hedge the risk of credit deterioration). Eventually what he'd be left
with is something similarto a call option on the underlying stock, acquired at a very low
price. He could thenmake money either selling some of the more expensive options that





In order to develop the system within the settime, the fast approach needs to be carried
out. There are many examples of current software development models, butapproaches
that suitable for finishing a system within a limited time would be spiral model,
prototyping model, reuse model, exploratory model and others. Actually, this is a









Figure 3.1: Iterative and incremental development
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Iterative and Incremental development is the best method to be used in the development
of this system. It is a cyclical software development process developed in response to
the weaknesses of the waterfall model. It is an essential part of the Rational Unified
Process, the Dynamic Systems Development Method, Extreme Programming and
generally the agile software development frameworks. [4]
The phases that were going through along this system development:-
• Initial Planning/Planning
In this phase, a lot of observation was been done to figure the possible system that can
be developing to help to ease the expected user. For example, this system was inspired
from the arbitrageurs and how to help to ease them to gain as much profit as possible.
• Requirements
In this phase, the system functional and non-functional requirements were collected
from many different sources. The collection of requirements could be done by
interviewing and research from written references. It also done by studying on existing
non-computerized system and understand some usual operations in arbitrage.
In order to gather the requirements of the system, there are interviews with two parties
which is representative from a financial organization and also a lecturer in finance field.
The interview with the financial organization is mainly to understand the process of
buying and selling the foreign currency. The interview with the lecturer is mainly to
understand the arbitrage itself.
• Analysis and Design
After the initial layer of requirements information is collected, or new information is
gathered, it is rapidly integrated into a new or existing design so that it may be folded
into the prototype. In this phase, the system data flow will be recognized by identifying
its input, processand output. Interface and database designwill also be involved.
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The design then is discussed with the supervisor in order to gain approval and to
enhance the design specifications. The system is design by using Unified Modeling
Language (UML). SeeAppendix B to see the system use casediagram.
• Implementation
This can be consider as testing phase also because in this phase, the prototype will be
tested to the expected user and if the important requirements is not achieved, redesign
must be done. But if the system manages to fulfill the requirements, the testing phase
will be done after that.
• Testing
The difference between testing in the implementation phase and testing phase is the user
acceptance test is being used in the testing phase. The user will have to fill the user
acceptance test form, and acknowledge the system is ready to be used.
• Evaluation
In this final phase, the prototype will be presented and being evaluated by internal and
external evaluator. The final deliverywill be on the Part B FYP presentation.
The system is not exactly following the structure and rules in iterative and incremental
development. Some features need to be adjusted to suit in the environment. The system
was assigned to be completely finished within one year or two semesters time period.
For the first semester, the requirements need to be defined, systemneeds to be designed
and first prototype would be developed. In second semester, it is all about prototype
refinement until the prototype become as a complete system for final presentation. See
Appendix A for complete Gantt chart.
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3.2 Tools and Equipments
3.2.1 System Requirements
Table 3.1: List of System Requirements
Device/Software/Tools Requirements
Operating System Windows XP Pro Service Pack 2
Processor Intel Pentium D, 2.80 GHz
Disk Space 20 GB
Memory 512 MB of RAM
Peripherals Mouse, Keyboard, Printer
Network Fast Ethernet Adapter
Database Microsoft Access
3.2.2 Software and Tools for Development
Table 3.2: List of Software and Tools for Development
Software/Tools Description
Adobe Photoshop Tools to be used for developing system interface
Dreamweaver MX Tools to be used for interface design and programming codes





4.1.1 Online data source
Arbitrage Detector Alert System depends crucially on the latest exchange rate currency
from several countries around the world. For that, the system must have connection with
the internet and be able to retrieve information from them. There is one website that
listed the entire link to the Central Banks' website around the world;
http://www.bis.org/cbanks.htm. The website was called the Bank for International
Settlements (BIS). The BIS is an international organization which fosters international
monetary and financial cooperation and serves as a bankfor central banks.
The BIS fulfils this mandate by acting as a forum to promote discussion and policy
analysis among central banks and within the international financial community. Also it
is a centre for economic and monetary research and a prime counterparty for central
banks in their financial transactions. BIS also is an agent or trustee in connection with
international financial operations.
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The head office is in Basel, Switzerland and there are two representative offices: in the
Hong Kong Special Administrative Region of the People's Republic of China and in
Mexico City. Established on 17 May 1930, the BIS is the world's oldest international
financial organization. [6]
4.1.2 Functionality
The other crucial parts or function in the system is to ease the buy and sell currency
process. The process must be done simultaneously and in very short period. This is
when the service from Citibank became handy to compliment Arbitrage Detector Alert
System. This is because Citibank allows their customer to buy or sell foreign currency
24 hours despite the time zone the user's in. So as soon as the system finds a possible
arbitrage, the usercan do the transaction using Citibank account.
However, there is another issue that must be taken into consideration. Since the
recession on 1998, Malaysian government had changed their regulation on foreign
exchange currency. All the foreign exchange currency transaction must be under the
control of Bank Negara Malaysia. This means that even though we are using the
commercial bank service to do the transaction, the commercial banks must inform the








Figure 4.1: Use Case Diagramof Arbitrage DetectorAlert System
Use-cases are a scenario-based technique for requirements elicitation which were first
introduced in the Objectory method [7]. The system has 3 use cases; exchange rate
currency markets case, buy/sell currency case, and calculate arbitrage case. It also has
two actors; arbitrageur and bank.
The system willwork exactly likethe use-cases. The arbitrageur or theexpected userfor
the system will run the system by getting exchange rates from 5 different markets. Then,
the rates will be saved in the database and the system will calculate the rates by getting
data from the database. If the arbitrageur finds a possible arbitrage in the calculation,
they will continue to the next use case.
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The buy/sell currency use case will allow the system to the related banks' online
















Figure4.2: ClassDiagramof Arbitrage DetectorAlert System
Arbitrage Detector Alert System only has 3 classes; Arbitrageur class, ExchangeRate
class, and Bank class. The arbitrageur will view the exchange rate board through the
ExchangeRate class. The class also will calculate the arbitrage using the data captured
and saved in the class. If the arbitrageur wishes to buy or sell the currency, the Bank
class will do the transaction.
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In the Arbitrageur class, there will be only one attribute which is the account number in
the Citibank but it has 2 functions, createAccount() and transaction(). In ExchangeRate
class there is also one attribute, market and one function calculateArbitrageQ. The last
class is the Bank class. It has 2 attributes which are the accountNum and username and 2
functions; transactionApproved() and transactionDenied().
4.3 User Interface Design
ARBITRAGE DETECTOR ALERT SYSTEM
M'UI'U.'c1^ •JJMIIiAdJ HaWkfeMflriil tm.W.^JM








EURO - European Currency
USD-United States Dollar
AUD- Australian Dollar
Figure 4.3: Screenshot of the Calculate Page
The Calculate Page consists of a list of tables for all the calculated currencies that taken
from the 5 markets. The system divided the table into two columns; Singapore Dollar
base and Ringgit Malaysia base because those two markets were not taking their own
currency as a base at their own exchange rate markets.
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Once the user clicks the link, the system will be directed into Microsoft Excel
worksheet. In the Excel worksheet, one of the columns will write 'TRUE' or 'FALSE'.
If the system finds that there is a possible arbitrage, the column will write TRUE' and
vice versa.
ARBITRAGE DETECTOR ALERT SYSTEM
• '.KI.'IslMJ •rfJKHMdJ H:M?UJdM'l WMil«
LOCATION LINK
UNITED STATES htto /toww. citibank.com/u5/mdex.htm
EUROPEAN httD,//Vmw.aovernorco.uWClients/Ci!ibank+EuroDe.htm




You needtoopen anaccount atCitibank before proceeding thetransaction
Figure 4.4: Screen shot of the Transaction page
The Transaction page displays the link to be directed to the related bank, which in this
case the Citibank online website for each country. In the Citibank websites, the
transaction can be made but first of all the user must have an account in the Citibank.
The transaction can be made 24 hour per day regardless of time zone.
20
ARBITRAGE DETECTOR ALERT SYSTEM







Figure 4.5: Screen shot ofthe Archivepage
The Archive page will display a table that listed the banks exchange rates history and
the year the data were taken. For the moment, there is only one year inserted, which is
year 2008. As the user clicks on the banks' name, the system will direct the user to the
database in Excel worksheet format. The user may choose to save or open to view only
the databases.
The sequences for the systemare as bellow:
• The arbitrageur opens thesystem and the system willviewthemain page.
• The arbitrageur clicks "Calculate" and the system will viewa table with 2 columns.
One column is for the rate by taking Singapore dollar as base and the other column
is Ringgit Malaysia as the base.
• The arbitrageur clicks "Transaction" button and the system will directed the
arbitrageur to the bank's website to do the transaction.
• The arbitrageur clicks the "Archive" and the system will connect to database and
display the database in Microsoft Excel worksheet.
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4.4 Discussion
Arbitrage Detector Alert System may lookvery simple and easy system. However, there
was no serious effort from any developers to develop this kind of system. It's all
because not many people are aware of what arbitrage is and howto gainbenefit from it.
Lack of awareness on arbitrage may cause by lack of source of informationin finance.
Even if some people may have heard and know what is arbitrage, not all will take the
advantages becausethey thought arbitrage is too good to be truth.
Plus, because people thought that the difference time zone will be a disadvantage for
arbitrage because once the East market opens their exchange rate market, the West
market had already closed theirs. But the solution solves by the service offered by
Citibank that operates 24 hours per day andusingthe rates from their ownbranch.
The service is called World Wallet Services and it's a service that delivers foreign
currency to the customer's home, office, or nearest Citibank Financial Center. The
customers order or exchange rate money will be debited from the customer's Citibank
checking, savings or money market account. The customers also may exchange unused
foreign banknotes at Citibank Financial Center. All the delivery is free to the Citibank
Financial Center. However delivery to the customer's home or office will be charged





To meet all the objectives of this system enhancement, a lot of effort must be put on.
During the beginning phase, most of the activities are focus on understanding what
arbitrage is, how arbitrage occurs and most important thing the calculation to detect
arbitrage from the real life foreign exchange market board. The purpose of this system is
to help the arbitrageurs to gain profit from the possible arbitrage because arbitrage
occurs not very often and it happensin a very short period.
There are many types of arbitrage profit, but the study only focus on the arbitrage that
gains by reading the differences from 2 or more foreign exchange currency markets.
However, to be able to read the difference on the market, a very strong mathematical
calculation is needed and also a fast internet connection. That is the reason the Iterative
and Incremental method was chosen in developing this system because there will be
someadjustment to be done along the development of the system.
23
5.2 Recommendation
The system still can be improved to be a better system. The system canbe enhance by
extracting the data or exchange rates from the website of Central Banks and
automatically the rates been saved in the database. It can ease more the user of the
system because they don't need to key in the rate in the database manually everyday.
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Arbitrage Detector Alert System User Manual
Open the System
(1) Open any internet browser (Mozilla Firefox, Internet Explorer)
(2) Open file "index.html"
ARBITRAGE DETECTOR ALERT SYSTEM
• 'MI,'l:lMJi MMWMWMM IMHWMI T^ilM
Welcome to Arbitrage Detector Alert System!
Thissystemis created to helparbitrageurs calculate andfind the possible arbitrageinexchangerate market
However, thissystem only calculate from 5 different markets; Malaysia. Singapore, Austrafia, United States and European.
Hope this system willsatisfy some of your needs.




(1) Click 'CALCULATE' button
ARBITRAGE DETECTOR ALERT SYSTEM
MSmEM •awaiBsiM HjTOWWH KESH








EURO - European Currency
USD - United States Dollar
AUD-Australian Dollar
(2) Click any of the links in the table.
F1 ft, lF(ifD.D>E:E=F;F3)
D
DATE EuropsHnRatefromBojikNegeraMeloysin Ringgit Malaysiafrom Reserve BnnkotAusliBlia Australian Dollar from EuropeanCentral Bank AD/EURO
2/19/2008 4.7449 £.96121596-1 1.602357153
2/20/3008 4.7464 2.94901.6031 1.609494744
2/29/2B08 1.6579 3 01471.6226 1.61140112
3/4/2008 4.6372 2.9584 1.6304 1.635973012
3/18/20O8 4.9936 2.9396 16974 1.704533042
3/19/2008 50146 2954216841 1.697413851
3/25/2006 4.9677 2.91B0 1.7036 1.702433173
3/28/2008 5.8358 2.9EB01.7171 1.702434077
3/31/2008 5.0532 2.9266 1.7334 1.726645254
4/1/2008 6.0008 2.B9361.7216 1.72910837
4/3/2000 4.3740 2.91461.7065 1.7065B06G3
4/4/2008 5.0178 2.9106 1.7110 1.72397443B















(3) Look at the table F in the Excel worksheet. If TRUE means there is a possible
arbitrage detected. If FALSE means no arbitrage possibility for the rate.
(4) You can go back to 'CALCULATE' page by clicking the close button.
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To do a transaction
(1) Click 'TRANSACTION' button
ARBITRAGE DETECTOR ALERT SYSTEM
KEEES •rarcTTPij HiVWil'lll BESSi
LOCATION LINK
UNITED STATES htto:llww.d tibank.co rn/us/i ndex.htm
EUROPEAN http7/www.a overnor. co .uk/C lients/Ci ribank+E Lirooe. htm
AUSTRALIA httD://www.citibank.com.au/Dortal/citi an horne.htm
SINGAPORE http://www.citibank.com.sg/
MALAYSIA htta/Mww.ci tibank.com mv/
REMINDER!
Youneed to openan accountat Citibank btfore proceeding tie transaction
(2) Choosethe banks that included in the possiblearbitrage. For example, fromthe
above Excel worksheet, the banks related are Bank Negara Malaysia, Bank of




More from Citi '
Unkto torpotr.ic- cintf sm.sll
rjijsi;"(85.c. ssivicos, Ciiifltourj
utneeis, •.ire.-,.=- releases ..
New & Noteworthy
® Look out for onimeyearns.
Open an Account Find Citi Locations ; Search = Help ContactUs Security Privacy Citi.com
Banking Credit Cards Linos &Loans Investing Planning '\r:.-;-. £1 My Cltl
Citien espsria]
Put your Prepare




1-. i••••! with no lender fees
Apply at CitiMortgags nov.
H'Get details 0 Getdetails
Welcome to Citibank
Money i^n't Eveiythinrj, nut it can turn your dreams into reality. Am






(3) You will be connected to the Citibank online website.
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Archive
(1) Click 'ARCHIVE' button
ARBITRAGE DETECTOR ALERT SYSTEM

































3 2/19/2008 £.9834 2.2827 3.2043 0.0911 0 4505 4 7449 41.3165 0.0352 2.9885 0.3414 7.9326
4 2/20/2G08 2.9578 2.2804 3.1735 00819 0.4513 47464 41.3340 0.0351 2.9907 0.3408 7.3102
5 3/29/2D08 3.0140 2.2923 3.2630 0.0B13 0.4495 4.B579 41.0413 0.0352 3.0579 0.3401 7.9060
6 3/-V20DS 2.9714 2.2894 3.2067 0.0802 0.4482 4.8372 40.9157 0.0351 3D813 0.3362 7.8410
/ 3/17/2000 2.9721 2.3059 3.1995 0.0911 0.4479 5.0121 40.3616 0.0344 3.2648 0.3122 7.6772
U 3/10/2000 2.9323 2.2970 3.1746 0.0797 0.4472 4.9336 40.7626 0.0345 3.2436 0.3113 7.6372
9 3/19/2008 2.9660 2.3067 3.2120 0.0801 0.4504 5.0145 4O9207 0.0346 3.244G 0.3152 7.6423
1U 3/21/2000 2.B726 2.2942 3.1030 0.0812 0.4508 4.9204 40.8948 0.0346 3.192? 0.3171 7.6411
11 3/24/2000 2.9013 2.3021 3.1159 0.0807 0.4547 4.9349 41.2107 0.0349 3.2067 0.3216 7.7017
12 3/25/2000 2.9107 2.3130 3.1459 0.0813 0.4534 4.9677 41.0867 0.034B 3.1778 0.3269 7.6961
n 3/27/2000 2.9358 2.3086 31409 0.0804 0.4546 5.0550 41.0500 0.0347 3.2318 0.3207 7.6779
n 3/28/2009 29426 23152 3.1388 0.0820 0.4557 5.0350 41.0640 0.0347 3.1949 0.3220 7.6484
IE 3/31/200B 2.9229 2.3150 3.1299 0.0809 0.4E56 5.0532 41.0426 0.0347 3.2153 0.3223 7.6613
!6 4/1/200B 2.9026 2.3110 3.1067 0.0827 0.4549 5.0008 40.9568 0 0346 3.1 B49 0.3240 7.6600
17 4/3/200B 2.9216 2.3055 3.1469 0.0803 0.454B 4.9740 40.9415 0.0347 3.1037 0.3267 7.6664
1K 4/4/2008 2 9264 2.3068 3.1729 0.OB17 0.4550 5.0178 40.98B4 0 0347 3.1183 0.3277 7.6534
19
20
4/8/2008 2.9567 2.3095 3.1454 0.0810 0.4555 5.0243 40.9334 0 0347 3.1242 0.3266 7.6320
(3) The Excel worksheet will display all the rates from the respective banks.
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